SCANDINOVIA - 13 oz Unbreakable Premium Drinking Glasses - Set
of 6 - Tritan Plastic Tumbler Cups - Perfect for Gifts - BPA Free Dishwasher Safe - Stackable Review-2021

SPECIFICATION â€“ 9 cm (Top) x 8 cm (Bottom) x 10 cm (Height), 100% Made in Japan, Tritan
(BPA Free / Prop 65 compliant) - Much better and more expensive than acrylic plastic.
QUALITY - No plastic smell, unbreakable, and reassuringly heavy - with the look and feel of glass.
HASSLE FREE (STACKABLE) - Innovative dappled interior design prevents tumblers sticking
together when stacked.
DISHWASHER SAFE - Tested in lab in Japan, over 1000 wash cycles with no cracks or hazing.
BE CREATIVE - Our customers use them as water, beer and whiskey glasses as well as cups for
coffee! Perfect for drinking glasses. Also Christmas gifts.The quality unbreakable drinking glasses
you can buy!
QUALITY YOU CAN COUNT ON - Scandinovia drinking glasses are 100% made in Japan, using
advanced BPA-free Eastman Tritan plastic. With crystal clarity and reassuring weight, this tumbler
have the look and feel of actual glass - but without any of the risks of glassware. Inspired by
Northern European design and manufactured with cutting edge Japanese technology and attention
to detail, Scandinovia drinking glasses are premium in every way.
HAPPY ALL THE TIME - Fully shatterproof, tumblers will not break or chip when dropped or
knocked over. You can give them to your kids (of all ages!) to enjoy without worrying that an
accident could lead to injury. The worst that can happen is a spilled drink.
DISHWASHER (TOP SHELF) RECOMMENDED - Tumblers are designed with a flat base,
preventing the pooling of water on the underside and subsequent spillage over the kitchen floor after
being put in the dishwasher.
EASILY STORED - Tumblers are designed with a slightly dappled interior that enables stacking with
no subsequent sticking when separating them for use. No more fighting with a stubborn stack of
cups whenever your kids want a drink!
AN IDEAL GIFT - With their premium quality, innovative design and beautiful packaging, this
tumblers makes a great gift for friends or family, and one that they will use for years to come.
If you do not love the product for any reason, please ask SCANDINOVIA!
Take Action Now and soon you can start enjoying your quality drinking glasses, by Scandinovia.
UNIQUE TABLEWARE FOR YOUR AMAZING HOME
HOW TO TRANSFORM YOUR HOME THAT EVERYBODY WILL REMEMBER
Check our selections and find the one that inspires you the most.Imagine the scenery with these
beautiful colors.Ask your friend and family to pick their favorite one.
Your home will be transformed into something special that people won't forget.
8oz Tumbler
19 oz Tumbler
13 oz Bowls
7 3/4" Plates
46 oz Bowls
9 3/4" Plates
Unbreakable

BPA-free

Dishwasher Safe

Microwave Safe (Up to 110Â°C or 230Â°F)

Ideal for Gifts

Make people jealous

Itâ€™s time to stop feeling frustrated by uninspiring and low-quality products.
You deserve better for your family and your home to be proud of when guests visit.
Let Scandinovia help you transforming your home into something special. Review 2021, feedback
2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap,
cheapest, value for money.

